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About This Game

Retro Platformer Flare
JumpJet Rex features beautiful hand-drawn 16-bit graphics and classic chiptune music that transfers dino lovers back to the 2-D

glory days of the early 90’s.

Secrets and Collectibles
With dozens of items stashed across the Galaxy, and many secret areas to discover, JumpJet Rex offers plenty to do for the

treasure hunters in the house!

Replayability
With a time challenge twist, players can replay every level multiple times to prove their platforming prowess. Download ghosts

to race against the best players in the world, or compete directly with your friends to see who can post the best times!

Killer Old School Gameplay
Remember when platformers were so tough that people would hurt their hands playing, but feel amazing after getting past a

level? Relive those moments with JumpJet Rex’s strenuous platforming challenges and retro boss battles.

Co-op Mode
Saving all of dinokind from a giant asteroid barreling down on Earth is a pretty tall task for a T-Rex with tiny arms, so players

can team up with a friend to take on challenges. Teammates must coordinate efforts in order to avoid mass obliteration.

Customization and Upgrades
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No two T-Rex’s are alike and fans will be able to customize their character and upgrade their appearance with the loot they
collect on their travels.
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Title: JumpJet Rex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
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TreeFortress Games
Publisher:
TreeFortress Games
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2015
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English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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One of the best VR multiplayer games available. The "climbey" like motion is the best in an VR environment, coupled with and
wide range of power ups and weapons by a rpg gamestyle mechanic.
That chaotic feeling of finding and activating the right card in slow motion over a a cliff edge when you have a player swinging
at you with 2 miniguns is immensely entertaining!
9\/10!
10\/10 when we have a more players actually playing it.. Again if only there was a maybe selection I would choose that, but
here's my breakdown:

The content as it says:
"Extend your experience in the unique universe of Dragon Ball Xenoverse with this DLC GT Pack 2 (+ Mira and Towa):

4 Playable characters (Eis Shenron, Nuova Shenron, Towa and Mira)

Episodes and Parallel Quests

Master (Pan) and Masters Quests

Skills, Costumes and accessories

Z-souls

This content allows you to go deeper into the story of Dragon Ball GT through the game alone or with other players travelling in
the Toki Toki City."

I admire the work they put in trying to let everyone know about this new DLC #2 and getting the hype started and to be honest it
really intriuges me, but kinda lack luster towards the end there. We had 2 new challengers in the GT content story Nuova and
Eis, and honestly I admired them in the GT series (lets keep in mind Steam acquired this DLC, they didn't make it themselves),
they were kinda just smacked there in the middle and basically told us "here fight these guys and boom have at it and you win".
Where was the moment Future Kid Goku had troubles with them both and had to resort to Super Saiyan 4 Goku BEFORE
Omega Shenron even arrived in the first place. The DLC had good intentions, but honestly lacked that action packed adventure
we all wanted.

If you have the DB: Xenoverse Season Pass like I do, you can't really complain because you are saving more than you would if
you bought these DLCs individually as Steam continues to implement them. For now I'm going to just say this, if again you have
the season pass just take what they give you even if it might not be that great, just enjoy it, and for others who haven't acquire
the season pass I'd say get that so you can partake in upcoming content without having to waste a whole lot of euros\/dollars
wherever you're playing this or wait for most of these DLCs to go on sale which I know will be a while from now. DLC #1 and
#2 is okay and at least live up to their standards, just lets wait and see for whats to come in DLC #3.

Bonus: To actually know a little sneak peak of whats going to be in DLC #3, check out the community group and browsee
through to see information on it and tid bits.

As always happy travels my Time Patrollers and see you for DLC #3. Peace!. Very short game. Shows promise by the
developer. About 1 hour total play time.. Lethal League meets Harry Potter.. A worth to buy original sound track *manly tears*
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Good luck for beter inovation valve corporation .. we like you. I like it! Good additions compared to the free version.. Its like
regular DOW but I dont know the difference, probably something.. Beautifully made classic adventure.
Amazing art design, The storyline is funny, bizarre with an absurd humor in a imaginative world.
I love CID. It's a good gag gift. The gameplay is good but everything else is bad in my opinion.

The writing is dreadful... nit sure if it's tranlated but you'll read stuff like "Har ! Har ! Y - Your so stupid Har ! G - Giant"

The graphics are also terrible, but at the price I guess that's a given. Still, doesn't excuse it.

The gameplay itself is alright...

For a Breakout clone, it's unique because it's set in a horror universe. Lots of cool power ups but seems like the game was
written to appeal to the kids with raging hormones.

Cool tower system reminiscent of games like Mortal Kombat. You move upward as you progress. Not bad.

I can't recommend it... not even for $0.99 Sorry. If there is one thing I can't stand, it's badly written dialogue.

Will I play it again? Maybe. I don't know, I might just uninstall it and be one with it.
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